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This new and comprehensive text features information on numbering uses and applications in

American Sign Language and how to sign them. Presented in 12 chapters this book incorporates

lessons on a wide range of numbering topics including both citation forms and common variations.

Each topic is accompanied by a diverse assortment of practical and creative exercises drills and

activities. A perfect text for use with beginning to intermediate ASL students. Brenda E. Cartwright;

Suellen J. Bahleda; 2002 125 pages; soft cover. Item Weight - 1 lbs.
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This book is great for helping with your expressive and receptive skills whether your just learning

sign language or wanting to keep up on your skills. It included many different activities that are great

for personal practice or in groups. It also helps with the understanding of proper production and

positioning of the numbers. Highly recommended to anyone wanting to learn or want a great book

that will always be useful.-Samantha H.

This book was very helpful for me to improve my number skills in ASL. Palm orientation is

something I still have to refer to this book for. This book had great practice drills, which could be

done alone, but I think they are best suited with a partner for accountability. This book is great for

anyone learning sign language.



There is more to numbers than you can imagine! Should your palm face in our out? What about

fractions? Holy cats! It's a decimal! This book gives you wonderful practice drills and is a wealth of

knowledge. A must have, especially for interpreters in training.

This is book is highly recommended, It has a lot of useful warm up activities. It also is helpful for

proper number signing techniques, this book is something I still use to improve my skills, even

though I am done using it in my classes. It's a great purchase!

This book was very helpful in knowing when to face numbers out or in (palm orientation) and

provides a lot of practice examples to master the skill. Overall very useful information and set up in

an easy to learn productive manner. Highly recommended.

I found this book extremely helpful while taking my college class on sign 160 at Lansing Community

College. I would highly recommend getting this book if you plan on taking this class, or classes like

this.

I found this book to be very helpful in working on producing numbers in American Sign Language.

There are number drills, activities, warm ups, and more. It can be used on your own, but I preferred

using it with someone else. This way you can take turns using your expressive and receptive skills.

Thinking of numbers off the top of my head doesn't challenge me as much because I then have

more time to think about what number I need to sign and am then able to do so without any

challenge. Having these lists of numbers combined with fingerspelling and signing forced me to

work on producing the correct number more quickly.
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